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XANDR: ‘CONTENT OMNIVORES’ OPEN TO NEW SHOWS
AVERAGE VIEWER SEES 8 PROGRAMS PER WEEK
The average TV viewer watches eight shows per week
covering about five genres of programming. That’s one the
findings of a new survey released by Xandr, the AT&Towned advertising and analytics company. It shows viewers
have become “voracious content omnivores” and they’re
more open than ever to new shows. The survey found
three-quarters have watched a show that’s
new to them in the past six months. That
consumption habit and willingness to tune
into new programming makes TV its own
best ally when cutting through the clutter.
Xandr partnered with Insight Strategy Group to conduct
a nationwide survey among 2,000 TV viewers. The data
shows 56 percent of viewers learn about new shows from
TV spots, followed by 43 percent from friends and family,
and 22 percent from social media.
TV is also showing its power of persuasion. After seeing a
TV spot for a show, 74 percent of viewers want to tell their
friends about it, and 85 percent are inspired to do more
research. Nine in ten remember that an influential ad came
from a network they trust, and 56 percent say that seeing
a TV ad for a show makes the show seem more reputable.
“Given the weight viewers place on TV in their lives,
advertising plays an important role,” the Xandr report says.
“Ads help viewers learn about new shows and curate those
that connect with their needs, saving them time navigating
through the clutter on their own, and ultimately helping
them choose something they’ll enjoy.”
The survey also shows that binge-watching is alive and
well. The survey found the average viewer watches TV
5.5 hours per session. It’s why 82 percent of viewers say
they’ve binged-watched a show within a single week. The
report also says two-thirds consume content across linear
and digital platforms, giving viewing time to the platforms
that are most convenient.
The release of the survey comes as the network upfront
sales blitz gets underway. Eight-month old Xandr also
used the spotlight on television to announce it has created
a new programmatic ad marketplace called Community.
It will allow buyers to secure ad time on traditional TV,
connected TV, OTT, mobile and online, leveraging AT&T’s
first-party data. Brian Lesser, CEO of Xandr, billed it as a
“brand-safe, insight-driven, premium video marketplace.”
The company says that multiscreen approach fits with how
marketers are increasingly looking for simpler ways to
connect with audiences across television, digital and video.
Xandr also announced that it’s made some upgrades
to its addressable TV capabilities. The change brings
new limits to the number of times a particular household
sees a specific brand spot. It will also help determine
which households are light TV viewers who haven’t seen
a specific advertisement at all. The company says it will
improve the odds advertisers reach light TV viewers who
watch traditional TV infrequently.

ADVERTISER NEWS
Walmart is rolling out free next-day delivery on its most
popular items, increasing the stakes in the retail shipping wars
with Amazon. The nation’s largest retailer said yesterday
it’s been building a network of more efficient e-commerce
distribution centers to make that happen. The next-day
service will cover 220,000 popular items from diapers
and non-perishable food items to toys and
electronics. That’s nearly double the number
of items it carries in its stores. Next-day
delivery, which will require a minimum order
of $35, is available in Phoenix and Las Vegas.
In the coming days, it will expand to Southern California. The
discounter plans to roll out the service to 75 percent of the
U.S. population by the end of the year. It will also be adding
hundreds of thousands more products as the program
expands... Williams-Sonoma has shifted production over the
past year to Indonesia, Vietnam and the U.S. in anticipation
of tariffs on goods imported from China. The retailer, which
owns its namesake chain as well as Pottery Barn and West
Elm, opened a facility to upholster furniture in Tupelo, Miss.,
in December. “I think that you’re better off preparing for the
worst. Unfortunately, that pessimism has come true, and we
are more prepared,” CEO Laura Alber tells CNBC... While
standard bicycle sales have basically been flat for three
years, the same is not true for e-bikes, which have been
climbing steadily. USA Today reports that sales of e-bikes
were up 79 percent last year, with sales eight times higher
today than in 2014... Amazon Echo devices are getting a
new, free security feature called Alexa Guard, which listens
for sounds of danger such as breaking glass and smoke
alarms to trigger alerts via audio clips to owners, The Verge
reports... Burger King is expanding its distribution of the
Impossible Whopper, CNN says. The meatless burger
is now available at the chain’s restaurants in the following
markets: Miami; Columbus, Ga.; and Montgomery, Ala.
The Impossible Burger was first rolled out in St. Louis last
month... Goat herds in China and Mongolia supply 90 percent
of the world’s cashmere. The fabric, with its soft texture, was
once in short supply and limited to luxury outlets. In recent
years, herd sizes have exploded to supply a mass market.
But according to The Wall Street Journal, giant herds have
depleted grazing land in those regions, while manufacturers
have come under criticism for cruel treatment of goats. That
has led retailers and brands, including H&M and Gucci, to
reduce or phase out the sale of cashmere garments... The
nation’s largest music instrument retailer has opened its first
store outside of the continental U.S. — and its 290th location
overall. Guitar Center opened a 19,000-square-foot store in
Pearl City, Hawaii, Chain Store Age reports. It is the third
of six planned openings by the retailer for 2019. Reflecting
Guitar Center’s updated store format, the new location is
designed as a destination music store, with showrooms filled
with guitars, drums, keys and more. It also offers rentals and
repairs and a contemporary music “lessons academy.”

NETWORK NEWS
AVAILS
ABC late-night star Jimmy Kimmel has agreed to a
Account Executive — Oklahoma City: KOCO 5, the
new three-year contract extension to continue as host Hearst Television ABC affiliate in Oklahoma City (45th
and executive producer of Jimmy Kimmel Live! With the DMA and growing), has an opportunity for
new extension, Kimmel, already the longest-running late- a highly motivated Account Executive.
night host currently on broadcast, will bring his ABC talk Exceed your goals utilizing the top
show show to 20 seasons. Kimmel has been an MVP for syndicated programming, OU and OSU
ABC, also hosting the Oscars twice and the Primetime football, OKC Thunder NBA, OKC’s No.
Emmy Awards for the network and appearing in 16 upfront 1 web and mobile sites, and MeTV. The
presentations, where he’s always been a main attraction... successful candidate will be organized, have strong
Comcast’s NBCUniversal sought to woo advertisers to its presentation skills and a passion for developing new
upcoming streaming service by hinting
business. CLICK HERE to apply. EOE
that hit NBC shows such as The Office
M/F/D/V.
will find a home there. Ad chief Linda
National Sales Manager: KTVII actually enjoy eating
Yaccarino spoke at NBCU’s annual
KPLR, St. Louis market leader and
unhealthy. But a Domino’s
upfront showcase and confirmed that the
one of the top FOX affiliates and top
pasta bread bowl? I mean,
platform will be ad-supported and free to
CW affiliates in the country, has an
I got kids.
watch... Staying with ABC: The network
immediate opening for a National
is greenlighting a new version of the
Sales Manager. Ideal candidate
classic format Kids Say the Darndest
will have previous television/digital,
Things, hosted by Tiffany Haddish.
management experience. National
Jim Gaffigan
The reimagined KSTDT will feature inSales knowledge/experience is a plus.
studio segments and taped pieces from
CLICK HERE, and search for Job ID:
across the U.S., all set in front of a live studio audience. It 2019-49319 for complete details or to apply now.
will see Haddish, who also executive produces, interacting
KCBS-TV/KCAL-TV & CBS Television Stations — Los
with real kids – and their innocently entertaining points of Angeles seeks a creative, proactive, experienced multiview... ABC has announced its lineup for fall 2019. There platform Account Executive to join our team. If you would
are few changes, with just three new scripted series at the like to live in a market where you can surf and ski on
start of the season. They include the dramas Stumptown, the same day, with the opportunity to sell the Rams and
reverting to its original title after a brief stint as Untitled Cobie Chargers, the Masters, the PGA Championship, March
Smulders, and Emergence, as well as the black-ish spinoff Madness and more, we would like to hear from you! Please
comedy mixed-ish. You can view the complete schedule follow THIS LINK for more info or to apply now.
HERE... With the arrival of WWE’s Smackdown Live on
Friday nights next October, three nights (or 54 percent) of See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.
the Fox primetime line-up this fall (plus NFL football and
the post-show in the Sunday 7 PM ET hour) will be sports. SURVEY: $1M NOT ENOUGH TO MAKE YOU RICH
And that leaves only four nights of the week with scripted
Rich is relative, Bloomberg News reports. Merely having
programming (and five in midseason after Thursday Night a net worth of $1 million, it seems, doesn’t mean you’re
Football ends). Overall, Fox has announced 11 new series wealthy. In Charles Schwab’s annual Modern Wealth
for the 2019-20 TV season (6 dramas, 4 comedies and Survey, the amount people said it took to be considered
reality/competition Ultimate Tag). But only 3 of the 10 new rich averaged out to $2.3 million. That, the company said,
series will be introduced this fall: dramas Prodigal Son and is “more than 20 times the actual median net worth of U.S.
Not Just Me, and animated Sunday night comedy Bless households.”
The Harts. For the fall 2019 Fox lineup, CLICK HERE.
It’s also a slight drop from the $2.4 million average in the
two previous iterations of the survey.
FUNNYMAN TIM CONWAY DIES AT 85
The older one gets, the higher the bar goes, predictably.
Tim Conway, the five-time Emmy winner who reveled in Among baby boomers (roughly age 55 to 73), the average
cracking up straight man Harvey Korman on The Carol net worth you need to be considered wealthy is $2.6
Burnett Show and flummoxed Ernest Borgnine on ABC’s million, 35 percent higher than what millennials envision
McHale’s Navy, died yesterday in Los Angeles. He was 85. as the admission price to the plutocracy.
He had been rendered mute since undergoing brain surgery For someone to be deemed merely financially comfortable,
last year.
the required net worth shrinks significantly. The average
Conway was a fan favorite on Carol Burnett’s long- amount was $1.1 million, and only Generation Z (about
running CBS variety show. His chemistry with Korman was age 9 to age 22, though Schwab’s sample was 18 to 22)
palpable as Conway delivered killer punchlines in a droll, cited a number below $1 million ($909,600, to be exact.)
unflinching style that enamored him to millions of fans. His The Schwab survey, which took a national sample of 1,000
penchant for playing slow-witted characters belied a genuine Americans between the ages of 21 and 75, also revealed
professionalism.
that the majority of Americans really crave real estate.
He won four Emmys for writing or co-starring on that classic More than 50 percent of respondents across generations
series and two others for later guest spots on Coach (1996) said that if they got a $1 million windfall, they’d spend it,
and 30 Rock (2008). Conway amassed 13 Emmys noms and the most popular purchase would be a place to live –
during his career, his first and last coming 45 years apart.
particularly among millennials (roughly age 22 to 37).
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DISNEY ACQUIRES FULL CONTROL OF HULU
AVAILS
Disney and Comcast announced yesterday that Disney
NPG of Idaho seeks a Director of Sales. This person is
will assume full operational control of Hulu, adding a responsible for achieving the revenue goals and coordinating
crucial chess piece in one of the most serious efforts by a the sales activities of our stations. The DOS manages the
traditional media player to take on Netflix.
sales, traffic and commercial production departments of KIFI,
The companies entered into a “put/call” agreement KIDK, KXPI, CW, Telemundo and Local News 8 Now, Idaho
regarding NBCUniversal’s 33 percent ownership interest Falls-Pocatello, Idaho (market No. 161), and supervises and
in Hulu. The deal puts a minimum future valuation on is responsible for achieving digital revenue goals. College
Hulu of $27.5 billion, with control transferring to Disney degree and experience in television sales management
immediately and the financial transaction slated to take preferred. Qualified candidates, send info to: robyn.clegg@
effect in 2024.
localnews8.com. EOE.
Reporters gathered in New York for the
WSOC-TV/ABC, Cox Media Group,
Disney upfront press conference were
Charlotte, N.C., and subsidiaries
startled by the news. At the same time,
including WSOCTV.com,
it had also been widely expected given
Local Solutions and Cox
I can resist everything
Disney’s strategic push into streaming
Health Marketing, seek
except temptation.
and its description of Hulu as one of
a Local Sales Manager.
“three legs of the stool” along with
The LSM co-directs the
Disney+ and ESPN+. Disney+ is set to
local sales team and
launch in November. The $7 price point
must be organized, goal oriented and
of Disney+ and the lowering of Hulu’s
structured. This person must possess
Oscar Wilde
basic, ad-supported service to $6 a
an entrepreneurial mindset, competitive
month are both noteworthy moves in an
spirit and exhibit passion for marketing
industry-wide bid to slow the momentum of Netflix.
sales, broadcast and digital. 3+ years of sales management
Hulu, which managed to evolve since its 2007 creation experience or 5+ years established television sales
despite an unusual multi-company ownership structure, experience, and a proven track record of building, developing
has seen dramatic subscriber growth of late, reporting and training strong sales teams required. CLICK HERE to
earlier this month 28 million total subscribers across its apply now.
live-TV and on-demand offerings. Its advertising revenue
has also surged, with half of subscribers opting for the THIS AND THAT
basic, ad-supported tier of Hulu on demand.
Some 93 percent of marketers say social marketing boosts
brand exposure, up from 87 percent in 2018, and 87 percent
CREDIT-CARD DELINQUENCY RATES CLIMBING
say it results in increased traffic, an increase from last year’s
Credit-card delinquency rates are rising, particularly 78 percent, per Social Media Examiner. Some 57 percent of
among young people who are now more likely to have respondents use YouTube for video, followed by Facebook
a credit card than a decade ago, according to a report at 50 percent and Instagram Stories at 38 percent...
yesterday by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
Discovery has acquired Golf Digest from Condé Nast,
About 8.1 percent of credit-card balances held by people adding further momentum to the cable programmer’s big
aged 18 to 29 were delinquent by 90 days or more in the swing into golf. It builds on Discovery’s 12-year international
first quarter of the year, the highest share since the first rights deal with PGA Tour and an exclusive content deal with
quarter of 2011, the bank said. Delinquency rates among golf pro Tiger Woods. Discovery paid $35 million for Golf
older people are slowly rising as well, but remain below the Digest, per The New York Times, while the New York Post
rate for the youngest borrowers.
put the price tag at around $30 million after Discovery beat
Those delinquencies risk hurting younger borrowers’ out other suitors, including NBC Sports Group.
credit scores and could make it more difficult for them to
take out mortgages or small-business loans in the future.
MONDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY
Interest rates on those credit cards are also moving up,
further squeezing struggling borrowers. Rates on creditcard accounts where interest is charged hit 16.91 percent
in the first quarter of the year, according to Fed data, the
highest rate since at least 1994.
A 2009 law made it more difficult for credit-card
companies to recruit college students, prompting a decline
in the number of young people with cards. That trend has
reversed in recent years. Today, roughly 52 percent of
those in their 20s have credit cards, according to the New
York Fed report, up from 41 percent in 2012.
Delinquency rates among young people, which rose to
nearly 14 percent in the third quarter of 2008, fell sharply
following passage of the law but started moving up in
2013 —roughly when credit standards started loosening,
according to the New York Fed.
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